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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself and the program. Talk about the Training Suite as a set of workshops and lectures designed by the Ministry of Transport and Communications Cyber Safety Team to serve Students, Parents and Teachers. Highlight the need to spread the knowledge about safe and unsafe behavior online in school communities. Make it a brief introduction but remember to introduce yourself and the Ministry.
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Inappropriate content – Definition

Definition of “Inappropriate content” 

Inappropriate content is that which breaches 

norms or standards on social, religious, cultural 

or other grounds.

The description of inappropriate content is 

therefore different for different people.

IMPORTANT! Inappropriate doesn’t necessarily 

mean illegal. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a slide where you have an opportunity to explain what inappropriate content means. Highlight the fact that inappropriate content means different things to different people. As adults we have to judge for ourselves what we find inappropriate and try to avoid such content. Children need our guidance to differentiate between appropriate and inappropriate. We can try and teach our children general rules like:Hurting others is badNudity is inappropriateCruelty is badMovies for older age group are inappropriate etc.Ref: https://sites.google.com/site/nbushra100/home/elizabeth 
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Inappropriate content – How to protect our 
children from inappropriate content?

Monitor

Participate

Talk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We mustn’t forget we can’t predict everything our children might come across when being online and therefore we need to monitor their activities, participate in their online journey and talk to them often to be able to protect them.Our judgment of the appropriateness of content is based on several factors.  Ask the participants what they think are the factors. Wait for some responses. EXAMPLES: age of the child, our beliefs, the difficulty of a game etc.Change the slide 
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Age relevancy – a feature of particular 

content determining it’s adequacy for 

particular group age. Content might be 

relevant for older target groups but 

sometimes it happens that it is relevant to 

younger target groups and therefore it is also 

considered irrelevant.

Violent – displaying harmful images or 

information including aggressive behavior

Offensive – aiming at offending feelings, 

beliefs or habits of others

Inappropriate content – Basic terms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell participants this is the vocabulary they should get familiar with when talking about cyber safety. EXAMPLES: Age relevancy – helps us to choose the right content for the right age group. Normally we are conscious of not displaying content meant for an older group to a younger group but if we reverse the situation and teenagers are offered content for KG children they will get bored and annoyed and sometimes they might even feel insulted. So, it is important to choose age-relevant content for users.Violent – any content with use of force to hurt others. Should be avoided by most people but is especially harmful for children as the biggest part of the learning process is modeling – learning by example and therefore children tend to copy behaviors they observe.Offensive – against common rules of social interaction. This kind of content is purposely aimed at hurting other people’s feelings, beliefs and habits (for example ridiculing a particular religion) Inappropriate content – content which breaches the norms (can differ from one culture to another, one country to another, one community to another)Parental controls – this is another useful tab; you can limit your child’s or your student’s access to different services, i.e. you can decide that your students are only allowed to use certain services or they are banned from using some other service; There are different kinds of parental controls: 1. content filters, which limit access to age appropriate content, 2. usage controls, which constrain the usage of these devices such as placing time-limits on usage or forbidding certain types of usage, 3. computer usage management tools, which allow parents to enforce learning time into child computing time, and 5.  monitoring, which can track location and activity when using the devices.Remind participants that the whole training suite is based on 10 terms, which are:Cyber safetyCyber bullyingDigital fingerprintOnline ReputationPrivacy settings/Parental controlsInappropriate contentNetiquettePlagiarismInternet gamesInternet addictionIf you find it useful – use slides from the training suite relating to the definitions and explain them. If not – encourage participants to take part in our workshops to get to know more.
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Inappropriate content – content which 

breaches norms or standards on social, 

religious, cultural or other grounds.

Parental controls – a features which may be 

included in digital television services, 

computer and video games, mobile phones 

and software.

There are four categories of P.C.: 

1. content filters, 

2. usage controls, 

3. computer usage management tools, 

4. monitoring. 

Parental controls can help us block our 

children’s access to inappropriate content

Inappropriate content – Basic terms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell participants this is the vocabulary they should get familiar with when talking about cyber safety. EXAMPLES: Age relevancy – helps us to choose the right content for the right age group. Normally we are conscious of not displaying content meant for an older group to a younger group but if we reverse the situation and teenagers are offered content for KG children they will get bored and annoyed and sometimes they might even feel insulted. So, it is important to choose age-relevant content for users.Violent – any content with use of force to hurt others. Should be avoided by most people but is especially harmful for children as the biggest part of the learning process is modeling – learning by example and therefore children tend to copy behaviors they observe.Offensive – against common rules of social interaction. This kind of content is purposely aimed at hurting other people’s feelings, beliefs and habits (for example ridiculing a particular religion) Inappropriate content – content which breaches the norms (can differ from one culture to another, one country to another, one community to another)Parental controls – this is another useful tab; you can limit your child’s or your student’s access to different services, i.e. you can decide that your students are only allowed to use certain services or they are banned from using some other service; There are different kinds of parental controls: 1. content filters, which limit access to age appropriate content, 2. usage controls, which constrain the usage of these devices such as placing time-limits on usage or forbidding certain types of usage, 3. computer usage management tools, which allow parents to enforce learning time into child computing time, and 5.  monitoring, which can track location and activity when using the devices.Remind participants that the whole training suite is based on 10 terms, which are:Cyber safetyCyber bullyingDigital fingerprintOnline ReputationPrivacy settings/Parental controlsInappropriate contentNetiquettePlagiarismInternet gamesInternet addictionIf you find it useful – use slides from the training suite relating to the definitions and explain them. If not – encourage participants to take part in our workshops to get to know more.
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Culture

Regulations in our country 

Age of the internet user

Previous experience with 

different kinds of content

Individual sensitivity 

Religion

Inappropriate content – Factors on which
we base our judgement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell the participants what factors we came up with but also highlight that there can be different other factors as well. It is all based on an individual sense of morality. Previous experience – as users we might find out some content, although is not generally bad, is just not good for us – for example we are afraid of snakes and we avoid any content with snakes. In the case of children – we might get to know that for example a particular cartoon although we find it OK seems to be scary for our children. We have to keep this in mind when choosing cartoons for our children in future.Age – this can be done through the already prescribed age of the target group – so we assess the age appropriateness on the basis of what the guidelines for particular content say (e.g. the description of a website). Another way is to check the content ourselves and decide based on our experience (“Oh, this I don’t want my child to access yet!” )Regulations – this is specific for a particular country. We have to check whether particular content is within legal boundaries.Individual sensitivity – can be based on previous experience as well but more often it’s just the “awkward feeling” when you access particular content. We just feel we don’t like it or it makes us nervous.Culture – this is the matter of social acceptance of certain content. We are used to certain standards and according to them we assess the reality. So, based on what we’ve been taught and what we’ve observed  around us we feel part of particular culture and we follow the rules.Religion – to some extent connected with culture and previous experience. Sometimes also with regulations. Judging the appropriatenes we base on religious principles. Change the slide 
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To stay safe

To follow the rules

To keep innocence

To respect principles

To stay loyal to your religion

To feel good

WHO?

Inappropriate content – Who needs 
protection and why?

Children

Teenagers

Adults

Individuals

Families

Communities

Society

WHY?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage discussion. Tell the participants they have to protect their children or their students as this is their responsibility as parents or teachers. But there is much more than that. We all have to protect young people and each other too. Protection from inappropriate content is a matter of belonging to a community – we set our rules and values and we take care of preserving them together. So no matter what age we are or if we are in charge at this moment – we just need to be compassionate and devoted to protect our beliefs and principles.Why? Because our values are part of our identity. They show others and remind ourselves who we are and what are our goals in life.Change the slide
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ONLINE

Programs

Websites

Applications

Messages

OFFLINE

Behavior

Clothing

Language

Opinions

Inappropriate content – Online and 
offline (examples)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask the participants how we can come across inappropriate content in online environment. The answer – Through programs, websites, applications and messages. And how we can come across inappropriate content offline? Observing people’s behavior, seeing people wearing immodest clothing, listening to people using bad language, listening or reading opinions that promote breaking socially acceptable rules.After listing those examples try and show the connection between the online and offline environment. Remind the participants that moral judgment doesn’t change very much from offline to online settings. Of course real life lacks the technical part. But the actual nature of appropriate or inappropriate information or behavior stays the same. So – the online activities have something similar to “an extra layer”. EXAMPLE: offline we can face inappropriate behavior (for example being violent) In online settings we present this behavior on websites or describing it in messages or using applications where we can act violently etc.)Change the slide
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Inappropriate content – So, what do we do?

Monitor

Observe

Guide

Protect

Participate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell participants that it is extremely important not to stay passive. We have to act! We have to monitor what our children are doing and generally what content is accessible on our devices not to be exposed to inappropriate content.We have to guide our children to make sure they make the right choices online.We have to participate in what our children do online to be aware of the threats.We have to observe our children to be able to notice changes in behavior or attitude due to inappropriate content exposure.We have to protect our children and ourselves from inappropriate content using software and learning cyber safety rules.Feel free to use cyber safety slides to explain cyber safety rules if you find it useful. You can also use handouts from the training suite like parents hints or students hintsChange the slide
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Inappropriate content – What have we 
learned in this lecture?

What is inappropriate content? 

What factors influence our judgment of the content?

Who is responsible for judging the appropriateness of the content?

What can we do?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage participants to answer those questions. If they are not willing to answer – tell them. Use previous slides to assist participants in answering the questions. Encourage discussion on any doubts that have arisen during this lecture. Remember that the general idea of inappropriate content is that it is not “one size fits all”. It means something else for different people.
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Thank you

For more information,

please contact us at info@safespace.qa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Closing slide – you can leave it on when participants approach you to ask additional questions or exchange contact details.


